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may speed the game up, since it gets the players involved more quickly. 
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CLASSIFICATION CARDS 
lIGHT TRl!JiGLE 
0 One angle of exactly 90 
L:"_~ 
EQUILATERAL TlIDGLE 
All three sides congruent 
VIlD CilD 
11111111 
OBTUSE Tll!JiGLE 
One obtuse a..,gle (> 90°) 
L 
ISOSCELES TlIDGLE 
Two sides congruent 
-t I I I II I I 
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!CUU TRI!JiGLE 
All acute angles (< 90°) 
(check by placing corners 
on model right corner) 
L 
SCilENE TiillGLE 
No sides congruent 
I I I I I I I I 
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FINITE-STATE MACHINES 
Modern algebra is a topic in which students benefit from early, informal 
exposure. If the idea and some examples of groups are mentioned some time during 
the high school years, then abstract algebra seems more familiar and concrete when 
encountered in college. The examples presented in this article belong to a new 
breed of algebraic system whose place in the mathematics curriculum is due largely 
to the rise of computer science. Because of their relationship with computers, these 
systems are often described as - and even called - "machines". Working with 
specific machines affords the same pleasure as solving puzzles, with the added 
challenge of composing precise descriptions. And just beyond that level lie 
questions that lead a capable student to more abstract reasoning and to 
consideration of the machine concept as a model. 
Picture a newspaper-vending machine that requires 35 cents in the form of a 
dime and a quarter, inserted in either order. Its current state is always one of these: 
SO: Locked, requires a quarter and a dime. 
Sl: Locked, requires only a quarter. 
S2: Locked, requires only a dime. 
S3: Unlocked . 
SO is called the initial state, because one is expected to begin there. The events 
capable of changing the state of the system are 
JH . , ~. a: insert a quarter. b: insert a dime. 
1--L-- c: attempt to open and close door. (Don't forget your paper ') 
' All this information is conveniently pictured in the state 
diagram of Figure 2 and also in the table of Figure 3, 
which has less visual appeal but is reminiscent of the 
operation table for a group. (Actually, it's even more 
like the scalar multiplication table for a small vector 
SPOT UF'O, FSN! •••• 
Figure 1 
space, since the two categories of state and event are 
something like the categories of vector and scalar.) 
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Strictly speaking, the finite-state machine in this example is embodied in the table 
of Figure 3 and is not really the physical vending machine itself. Without 
sO 
a s2 
b sl 
C sO 
Gotta Dance 
sl s2 
s3 s2 
sl s3 
sl s2 
Figure 3 
s3 
s3 
s3 
so 
necessarily mentioning this philosophical point 
to a class, a teacher might invite the students to 
come up with another situation that gives rise to 
a diagram structured just like Figure 2; then 
comment that in a sense one has really arrived at 
the same finite-state machine as before. 
Most people at a ballroom dance seem to spend their nondancing time either 
socializing or watching intently from the edge of the floor, evidently trying to pick 
up some tips. One such couple operates like this: Whenever 
a foxtrot is played, they fall into conversation with friends; 00•.t 
when a tango is played, they stop dancing to S 
watch, or if not dancing, just continue 0~ 
to watch or socialize. All other numbers, co D ) 
they dance - waltz, rhumba, swing, samba, 
you name it! What has this got to do with t f 
finite-state machines? Look for clues in Figure 4 ~e 
(a case of two left feet). It's fun to look for finite-state W Jt 
machines hidden around us. 
Figure 4 
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The object of the game is to classify the triangles as they are selected from the 
Game Bag. Students should be able to feel the triangle shapes. This will help them 
select triangle shapes by feeling angles or sides. Once the triangle shape is removed 
from the bag the student will try to match the triangle with the Classification Card. 
If the triangle can be matched to BOTH Classification Cards, the player scores two 
points. Any triangle not matched must be returned to the Game Bag. Each player 
selects five triangles and matches the Classification Cards or returns unmatched 
triangles to the Game Bag. 
Game Simulation 
Player 1 chooses one angle and one side card from the Classification pack, 
RIGHT TRIANGLE and SCALENE TRIANGLE. The player will try to select a 
triangle from the Game Bag to fit these two classifications. 
Player 2 picks ACUTE TRIANGLE and ISOSCELES TRIANGLE from the 
remaining face down cards. These are the cards being matched. 
Player 1 draws triangles B, Y, F, AA, and G from the Game Bag. Recognizing 
that triangle G is a right triangle, player 1 is awarded one point. Player 1 also 
recognizes triangle F and AA are scalene triangles and is awarded a point for each, 
for a score of three. Keeping triangles G, F, and AA, player 1 puts triangles B and 
Y back into the Game Bag. 
Player 2 now takes a turn and feels for triangles to fit the Classification Cards, 
ACUTE and ISOSCELES. Player 2 is awarded points for any triangle matched 
with the Classification Cards. 
The game continues until a preselected point level ( 10, 15, etc.) is reached by 
one of the players. Or, if all of the triangles are matched the game ends. 
Other Alternatives 
A time limit could be used on the game. The student accruing the most points 
at the end of the time period is declared the winner. A time limit might also be 
imposed during the game in order to speed up the students as they classify their 
triangles. After the player draws the triangles s/he has 30 seconds ( use an egg 
timer) to classify the five triangles. Any triangles not successfully classified will be 
returned to the Game Bag. 
Another alternative would be to have students draw just one triangle at a time 
and see if it matches the Classification Cards they have in their possession. This 
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TRIANGLE SORT 
Classifying triangles is an activity explored at the intermediate level which 
can cause some students difficulty. For those students a game can provide 
motivation while providing reinforcement in learning how to classify triangles. 
"Triangle Sort" is a game in which players who recognize that a triangle can be 
classified either by its sides or by its angles are rewarded with better scores. Since 
definitions vary slightly from textbook to textbook, definitions should be reviewed 
prior to playing the game. The definitions used in this set of materials are: 
Classifying by angles: 
Acute Triangles have all angles less than 90 degrees. 
Obtuse Triangles have one angle more than 90 degrees. 
Right Triangles have one angle of exactly 90 degrees. 
Classifying by sides: 
Equilateral Triangles have three congruent sides. 
Isosceles Triangles have at least two congruent sides. (Some texts use the 
definition "only two congruent sides". For our purposes we will use "at least 
two congruent sides". A player who can recognize that an equilateral 
triangle also meets this definition has the opportunity to score with either 
classification card.) 
Scalene Triangles have no sides congruent. 
Shape cards and classification cards are mounted on heavy paper and carefully 
cut apart. The cut out triangular shapes are placed in the Game Bag. ( Any opaque 
bag large enough for the students to put a hand into will do for the Game Bag.) 
The game is designed for two students. Each student will select two 
Classification Cards: one an "angle card" and the other a "side card". The 
equilateral card is to be a "wild card". It is placed face up in the middle of the 
table and either player may play on the equilateral card after making a selection 
from the Game Bag. A player who is able to use the "wild card" gets extra points. 
These points, added to the score, are "extra points" in that a player did not receive 
them from the two Classification Cards. 
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Computer Science 
An example in the spirit of computer science is the parity-checker, which is 
to say a program that reads through a finite sequence of 1 's and O's to determine 
whether the number of l's i.s even or odd. (Checks similar to this are part of 
programs that search for errors in coded information. This particular example is 
adapted from one in the interesting Computer Recreations column of Scientific 
American by Brian Hayes.) Let's suppose that an error-free sequence must be of 
even parity, so that a sequence is not acceptable unless it contains an even number 
of 1 's. In the state diagram of Figure 5, notice how the occurrence of a 1 causes the 
machine to change states but a O does not. By toggling between EVEN and ODD 
0 0 n~n 
start, 8 G 
Figure 5 
with each occurrence of a 1, the machine keeps track of the parity of the sequence 
up to the current point. EVEN is the starting state, because initially the checker 
will have read an even number (0) of l's. It is also the one and only accepting state, 
because a sequence is acceptable if and only if the machine is in EVEN at the end of 
the sequence. 
Finite-state machines that distinguish between acceptable and unacceptable 
sequences of symbols play an important role in the processing of computer programs 
by a compiler. The statements in a program are translated by the compiler 
program into a more elemental language that can be directly implemented by the 
computer. Before actual translation, however, part of the compiler acts as a 
finite-state machine that reads through each statement to decide whether it is 
grammatically acceptable. 
Language Recognizers 
If a finite-state machine M is intended to read finite sequences of symbols 
and identify the acceptable ones, then certain of its states are designated as 
accepting states, and the collection of all sequences that leave M in an accepting 
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state is called "the language recognized by M". (Incidentally, we shall assume that 
all sequences are nonempty.) In the next example and succeeding ones, we follow 
the convention of simply numbering the states 0 , 1 , 2 ... , understanding that 0 is 
the starting state and double-circled states are the accepting ones. Figure 6 is the 
state diagram of a machine M having three states, two of which are accepting. M 
reads sequences of x's and y's and recognizes a certain language that contains the 
sequence yxxyy, among others. 
y y 
Q (l X 0 0 X 0~0 
Figure 6 
To check that claim about yxxyy, start in state O and read the sequence 
from left to right, using it as a set of directions to guide you among the states of M 
in Figure 6. The initial y leaves M in state O , the first x sends M to state 1, 
and second x leaves M in state 1 and the next y sends M to state 2. The final 
y leaves M in 2, which is an accepting state, and so the sequence yxxyy is 
accepted. As one can verify, the language recognized by M consists of all 
sequences that end with a y. 
To illustrate a way of recording the progress of M as it reads a sequence, 
consider xyyyx as the input sequence. The idea is simply to record below each 
symbol, and slightly to the left of it, what state M is in when it encounters that 
symbol. Since the initial state is O , put 11 011 at the beginning of the state list. 
While in state 0, the machine reads the initial symbol x and switches to state 1. 
Keeping track of the computation so far, we have this: 
sequence x y y y x 
states O 1 
The rest of the computation creates this record: 
sequence x y y y x 
states O 1 2 2 2 1 ( final state not accepting) 
Students enjoy the challenge of puzzling out the language recognized by a 
finite-state machine, and they like to create examples of their own. Alongside the 
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Question 1 is graded on the basis of the answers given in question 2. The 
total number of M&Ms in question 2 must equal the number given in question 1. 
Even if the answer to question 1 is incorrect, it is still used as the basis for grading 
questions 5 and 6. Students will probably refer to their answer to question 1 
throughout the test and it is unfair to penalize them for this. 
The students enjoyed this examination and appeared interested in doing the 
work asked of them. The authors feel that using a common manipulative helps 
relieve the stress many students feel during evaluations. Eating part of the 
evaluation also may relax the students. The students involved are not the 
"academic elite". Many of them are counting minutes until school ends. This 
evaluation instrument holds the students' interest and allows students to succeed. 
Nothing is more important than that in educating students. 
AN ANNOUNCEMENT FROM: 
RCDPM (Research Council for Diagnostic and Prescriptive Mathematics) 
With the cooperation of Educational Testing Service (ETS), the New Jersey 
Department of Higher Education and Trenton State College, the Research Council 
for Diagnostic and Prescriptive Mathematics (RCDPM) will hold its Nineteenth 
Annual Conference in the Princeton, New Jersey area 14-16 February. Program 
Chair Richard Lesh (ETS) has announced two themes: Assessment fil All Levels 
and Collegiate Mathematics Education. The conference will include about 50 
research reports and thematic presentations as well as plenary addresses by 
Mathematics Educators Jan de Lange and Thomas Romberg and Science Educator 
William Aldridge. Presenters are being encouraged to provide time for interchange 
with participants. RCDPM represents a broad range of interests in Mathematics 
Education research, but has traditionally placed strong emphasis on individual and 
clinical work with students at all levels. For registration and additional 
information, contact David E. Boliver, General Conference Chair, Department of 
Mathematics and Statistics, Trenton State College, Trenton, New Jersey 
08650-4700; (609)771-3042. The deadline for reduced rate conference motel rooms 
is Dec.1. 
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than the multiple choice examination given at the end of the first semester. The 
students thought this a less demanding, more relaxed exam than the other exams 
they took as part of their final exam series. They were deceived. The examination 
still addressed five of the twelve performance objectives covered during the year. 
The objectives were chosen from all four quarters. Only one day was allowed for 
review for this test as the students were still learning new material until the final 
examination period. 
The five objectives covered an<l the questions related to them were: 
(1) Without the aid of electronic equipment, the student will perform the 
four basic operations using whole numbers with 75% accuracy. (Q2&4) 
(2) Without the aid of electronic equipment, the student will 
perform the four basic operations lJSing fractions with 75% accuracy. (Q5&6) 
(3) Given a set of data, the student will organize, interpret, and 
analyze the data with 75% accuracy utilizing graphing as well as other forms 
of organization. ( Q3&4) 
(4) Given the direction, the student will solve and correctly use 
ratios, proportion, and rate problems with 75% accuracy. (Q6) 
(5) Given the direction, the student will use elementary notions of 
probability with 75% accuracy. ( Q5) 
Questions 5 and 6 require the teacher to do calculations for each individual 
student. This takes more time in grading than is required by using a multiple 
choice format or by using one package of M&Ms and doing the counting for the 
class. But the additional time required is a small price to pay for the additional 
information provided about each student. It is obvious from students' answers if 
they understand the statistical terms. If the answer is incorrect for each of the 
terms, it is easy to note whether the answer is caused by confusion between terms, 
ignorance of the definition of the terms, or lack of concern on the part of the 
student. Since all calculations must be shown on the paper, the same also is true of 
questions 5 and 6. Questions 5d and Se receive partial credit if the students indicate 
the multiplication but do not perform the multiplication. Partial credit is given 
also in question 6 if the numbers chosen are correct but are not reduced to lowest 
terms. 
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fun of discovery is the highly valuable exercise of writing a precise description of 
the recognized language. As an interesting example, determine the language 
accepted by the machine in Figure 7. 
X 
0"-------------XJ 
x( )Y : ,( ), 
0~0 
X 
Figure 7 
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Once you have the necessary items, plug the RS-232 connector on the back side 
of the Mini Modem 2400 into the RS-232C connector on your computer, printer or 
terminal, then screw up. - Installation instructions for a modem made in Taiwan. 
Don't worry, we will! 
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